CROLO is a Cryptocurrency Lottery.
Sign-up, attach your wallet, and participate.
That easy!
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Let’s start with Blockchain technology in the lottery
industry:

Cryptocurrencies quickly seize the online gambling market, turning into the most popular
means of payment among gambling sites. Until recently, only several resources accepted
Bitcoins, but today its integration into payment systems has become ubiquitous.
Many participants of the lottery market believe that the cryptocurrencies will continue to
occupy this industry. This mostly happens due to its lower regulators control relative to
fiat money for both investors and holders. Other advantages include:
- no need to identify users;
- no restrictions on the amount of transactions;
- acceleration of payments;
- lowering the minimum payment threshold.
It looks like cryptocurrencies are turning into the most reliable, transparent and profitable
medium of circulation for the lottery industry worldwide. Soon the lottery on blockchain
will become as familiar as the Internet. With the advent of blockchain technology, which
gives transparency and cross-border dimension to the whole industry, it became possible
to make an honest lottery platform with the help of crypto lottery coin.
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What is CROLO?
CRYPTOCURRENCY LOTTERY COIN (CROLO) is an emerging cryptocurrency lottery
system built on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and has features of transparency,
security, and token rewards, and lottery revenues which we believe is crucial for longterm feasibility and decentralization.
The Cryptocurrency universe is a breeding ground for a new decentralized and
innovative lottery system that will bring solutions to some of the most critical issues in
the cryptocurrency lottery world. The team behind CROLO wants to lead the way to an
ecosystem that bridges the gap between community and Cryptocurrency lottery
systems. CROLO is an environmental & eco-friendly, modern technology-based
cryptocurrency payment gateway based on Binance Smart Chain. It has the potential of
being used as a peer-to-peer (P2P) digital currency in the future that will enable
instantaneous, near-zero cost payments to anyone in the world along with its dApp,
exchange, and much more. CROLO features faster transaction confirmation times and
improved storage efficiency than other leading currencies.
CROLO’s main advantage lies in its anonymity, which allows for a level of privacy
unattainable with regular, pseudonymous cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin or Ethereum.
Cryptocurrency lottery coin is an open-source all-in-one platform with privacy-boosted
features, no-frills, no hoops, no BS—just Crypto Lottery.
In order to fulfill our mission in the best possible way, we are making the whole lottery
fully transparent: every ticket sold, every win, and financial results will be published on
the blockchain. Transactions that occur on the blockchain of CROLO are made in a
peer-to-peer fashion with no need for intermediaries.
CROLO is an innovative next-generation blockchain-based platform designed to
enhance participants' experience and continue to be the meeting point between
technology, fairness, and entertainment. It is a lottery platform that is traditionally
ruled, anonymously played, and autonomously operated.
CROLO is the world's first fully autonomous blockchain-based ecosystem,
incorporating traditional lottery elements into blockchain technology's security,
reliability, transparency, and performance. It takes a multifaceted approach to simplify
the current lottery model and correct its flaws by providing players with fast, reliable,
and tamper-proof technology access while retaining traditional elements. It is a lowrisk, easy, rapid, and secure payment method that will connect dApp, crypto and future
updated lotteries. The completely automated and decentralized solution, powered by
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) smart contracts, is meant to bridge the gap between a
blockchain gaming experience and traditional practice while keeping the lottery's
fundamental process and values at the heart of the business model.
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MISSION
Lotteries provide people the chance to change
their lives radically. This prospect has sparked
the imagination of millions of people worldwide
for the past 500 years, providing them hope for
a brighter financial future. CROLO aspires to be
the most popular and transparent lottery
platform globally, with the world's highest
jackpot.
The vast majority of current lotteries are
centralized or even controlled by governments,
and they are rarely open to the public. The goal
of CROLO is to establish a decentralized lottery
platform that is controlled by no one country,
government, or member of our team.
Crypto Lottery Coin (CROLO) aims to be a userfriendly coin that creates pools of lottery-based
off the crypto you have. You don't need to go
somewhere to pick your digits. CROLO will
allow you to select your tickets with the click of
a couple of buttons. Anytime, on your time!
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VISION
CROLO (Crypto Lottery Coin) is a cryptocurrency that aims to build
a rewards system for both investors and holders. CROLO will make
money by selling tokens and taking a share of the proceeds from
lotteries. The aim is to develop a platform that can be used to not
only establish a lottery system similar to your local one but also to
create a platform that can be used to access different
lottery/raffle-style games via a DAPP.
To increase the community, we wish to create a network of
collaborations. We may develop quickly by forming connections
with people or organizations.
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CHALLENGES
Despite the online lottery industry's rapid
expansion, a number of persistent obstacles
are preventing people from engaging.

Fairness

Regulation

Distribution
of funds
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Fairness
To avoid the potential of manipulation or fraud, it is critical to secure the integrity of the games.
Lottery participants have doubts about lotteries' fairness and pose the following questions:
• Is the deal and ticket genuine?
• Is the process of random number generation (RNG) safe and random?
• Is the reward money received on time?
• Is there a true jackpot winner?
• Is the money gathered in one place and utilized for charitable purposes?
Traditional lotteries lack fairness in the system since they do not solve the aforementioned
questions.

Regulation
Users from various nations are unable to participate in the world's largest lotteries due to the lesser size of
the domestic market. They are only allowed to play in smaller local lotteries. Although new online solutions
allow players to purchase lottery tickets from across the world or in the United States, service fees and the
danger of fraud and mismanagement are increased. Currently, governmental and legal rules govern how
lotteries are conducted in many parts of the world. On average, the prize pool receives less than half of the
money raised through ticket sales. Furthermore, lottery players have no say in how much money should be
collected from ticket sales, and lottery winnings in some countries are taxed.

Distribution of funds
Lotteries are used to raise money for charities and other social causes. However, in many circumstances, when
countries have significant corruption levels, participants may doubt how monies are distributed fairly. Because there
is no means to learn about the allocation of cash, building confidence in the lottery organization might be the most
challenging task for participants. The blockchain may add data without the danger of a single point of failure since it is
a distributed ledger technology with a secure write-forward authentication scheme. The ledger is replicated by each
node in the blockchain network. Without the intervention of a third party, investors or holders can change the
information in the ledger. Individuals have more strength and flexibility as a result of it. As a result, the blockchain has
much potential in the lottery and gaming industries
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Our Solution based Ecosystem
Improve
fairness with
Smartcontracts

Privacy and
accessibility

Traceability

Improve fairness with the smart contracts
A smart contract is a digital agreement between two parties in which computers enforce the
conditions and make each transaction more transparent. There can never be any changes to an
online blockchain lottery rules since they are readable to all stakeholders.
There will be no issues about wins because the game is not governed by a centralized body.
Without the need for intermediaries, the player's cash can flow straight into the contract.

PRIVACY AND ACCESSIBILITY
Cryptocurrency gaming has become a popular solution for casinos, either as a replacement for
fiat cash or as the principal payment method.
Users may wager secretly using bitcoins since they do not need to produce copies of their
papers.
Furthermore, cryptocurrencies can make online gambling more accessible by lowering the
entrance barrier for new players and allowing them to sidestep the gambling rules that apply to
fiat currency.

Traceability
Because all of the data is recorded on the blockchain, participants may see the preserved
transactions in a transparent and verifiable manner. They will be able to track down the source
of any future disagreements thanks to the platform's traceability.
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How will the CROLO Lottery Platform work?

Welcome to CROLO
Email
Create password

Continue

CROLO.APP

OR

Smart wallet

Continue with facebook

Players sign up/log in to the lottery platform

Attach the wallet

Everything will be tracked
through player's wallet or
through the email they decided
to use for the lottery

Participate in the lottery
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Our Future prospects
Payment platform

dApp

Lotteries
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Why choose CROLO?
Trust
It’s difficult to overestimate the value of trust in the cryptocurrency
Lottery market. This entails complete transparency in terms of
community support, development, and terms of any security-related
initiatives. Examples include high-quality audits of the Binance and
Ethereum code to significantly decrease the possibility of harmful
activity.

LONGEVITY AND REWARD
Cryptocurrency Lottery Coin is committed for the long run. The
decentralized community is promoting the long-term development
of the Lottery ecosystem, which will result in real-world
applications, more incentives, and increased popularity over time.

LOW GAS FEES
CROLO will develop a decentralized payment platform with
features of very low near to zero transaction fee for every transfer.

EASE OF USE
The fact that the CROLO is simple to use contributes to its worth. All
you need is a sign up, smart wallet, a smart device, and an internet
connection to participate in the lottery.

TRANSPARENCY
With CROLO protocol, each time exchange of lottery fund is
recorded on the Binance blockchain; an audit trail is present to
trace where the coins came from. This can help improve security
and prevent fraud in lottery-related businesses, but it can also help
verify the authenticity of the traded assets.
With the way things have been going with new coins, we want to
stand out from the crowd. We have many channels available to
contact us and we keep all information on the project updated.
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TOKEN NAME
Cryptocurrency Lottery Coin

SYMBOL
CROLO

PLATFORM
Binance Smart Chain

TYPE
BEP-20

TOTAL SUPPLY
1,000,000,000,000
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Token Allocation
CROLO is a cryptocurrency and worldwide lottery system. The concept of lottery is not
new by any means. However, the idea is to change it up a little and make it a bit more
convenient for lottery players that are also crypto holders.
The CROLO team wants to distribute the tokens in a couple ways. First and foremost,
the majority of tokens will go to the exchanges. However, there needs to be a system in
place that will make sure integrity is maintained.
Having funds allocated different ways will ensure that the right processes are being
implemented for longevity of the project.
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Fund Allocation
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ROADMAP
Creation of the idea of
the Crypto Lottery Coin
project

October
2021

February
2022

Start of pre-sale

Q1
2022

Q2
2022

Launch of the Lottery Portal
Create multiple lotteries to
add to the website

The prototype of
Crypto Lottery Coin was finished

Launch of CROLO
(Crypto Lottery Coin)

Q3
2022

Q4
2022

Create mobile apps
for IOS/Android.
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Thanks for your appreciation

